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In this brief presentation, you will learn how to:

1) Navigate to content
2) Access content
3) Search effectively using *simple* and *advanced* search techniques
Our newly redesigned website makes accessing content even easier.

Navigate to one or more of our 33 series from our homepage via direct links.
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Browse by suite.
Annual Reviews: Navigate to Content from the homepage

Welcome to Annual Reviews
Annual Reviews is proud to publish authoritative, analytic reviews in 32 focused disciplines within the Biomedical, Physical, and Social Sciences. Annual Reviews publications are among the most highly cited in scientific literature. Annual Reviews offers publications in print and online to individuals, institutions, and consortia throughout the world. [Learn More About Annual Reviews]

Access Annual Reviews Content Online
Choose from the series below to view current Annual Reviews content online:

- Anthropology
- Astronomy and Astrophysics
- Biochemistry
- Biomedical Engineering
- Biophysics and Biomedical Structure
- Cell and Developmental Biology
- Clinical Psychology
- Earth and Planetary Sciences
- Ecology, Evolution, and Systematics
- Entomology
- Environmental and Resource Studies
- Flavonoids
- Genetics
- Genetics and Human Genetics
- Immunology
- Law and Social Science
- Materials Research
- Medicine
- Microbiology
- Musicology
- Nanoscience
- Nuclear and Particle Science
- Nutrition
- Pathology: Mechanisms of Disease
- Pharmacology and Toxicology
- Physical Chemistry
- Physiology
- Political Science
- Psychology
- Public Health
- Sociology

Content Highlights

[Read More]

The past 15 years have brought about a revolution in our understanding of our Solar System and other planetary systems. During this time, discoveries include the first Kuiper belt objects (KBOs), the first brown dwarfs, and the first exo-planet. Although discoveries continue apace, they have called into question our previous perspectives on planets, both here and elsewhere. The result has been a debate about the meaning of the word “planet” itself.
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Or, start at the AR Journals home page to access a specific series.

Click Browse to access current subscription content for each series via the Series Home Page.

http://arjournals.annualreviews.org
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Access icons identify what is currently included in your subscription.

- A solid green checkmark indicates complete access to all volumes.
- A hollow green checkmark indicates access to either the current volume or back volumes.
- No icon indicates no active subscription to the volume. Users have access to abstracts only.

http://arjournals.annualreviews.org
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Navigate to a specific year (volume) within the series from the series home page.
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From the series home page, view **Reviews In Advance** (RIA) from a volume. RIA content is available up to 7 months ahead of print publication.
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From the volume page, view table of contents and select specific articles. Choose to view the Abstract, Full Text HTML, or PDF.
At the article level, read full text online.
Or, view as a PDF.
Illustrations may be viewed in multiple sizes and downloaded for use in PowerPoint slides.
The Literature Cited section of each article is a valuable resource. It includes supplementary links to all participating CrossRef publications, Medline® and ISI’s Web of Science®.
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CrossRef search results.
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Medline® search results.
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ISI’s Web of Science® search results.
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- Receive alerts when new content is added to the series
- See the Chain of Reviews – articles citing and cited by the current article
- Search for articles online that cite the selected Annual Review article within ISI’s Web of Science®
- Search for related articles in Annual Reviews, ISI’s Web of Science® and Medline®
- Link from bibliographies to cited articles in CrossRef, ISI® and Medline®
- Link to citing articles
- Get alerts when new articles cite the selected article
- Download article information to Citation Manager
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- Focus your search results even further by adding related keywords.
- Use the pull-down menu to select your search target. Options include Annual Reviews, PubMed or CrossRef.
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- Sign up for Email Alerts and receive the latest Table of Contents (ETOC) by email
- Sign up for RSS feeds
- Email link to a colleague
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From the Annual Reviews Journals home page, click Search to access a variety of search options.

http://arjournals.annualreviews.org
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The Search tab allows you to search Annual Reviews content. You can select various parameters to narrow your search. Options include:

- Full text
- Abstract
- Article title, image, or caption
- Author
- Keywords
- Volume year
- Specific date range

Search history can be revisited within a current session.
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Search all Annual Reviews content via the Quick Search function on each series home page.

Quick Search allows searching by keywords in:

- A single volume
- An entire series
- All content